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Our Advantage MySentinel Our Partners

Sentinel Aviation organises jet charters for business and luxury travel across the UK

and worldwide. All our clients are treated as individuals and provided with a

seamless, door to door and all-encompassing private charter service.

Get in Touch

Our Top 10 Luxury Travel Destinations for 2024

We’ve chatted to clients, researched and read some of the �nest luxury travel

magazines to craft 10 luxury destinations for your vacation this year. We take you

from Udaipur in India to Niseko in Japan, so something for everyone! We hope you

enjoy the selection.

Be Inspired!
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A round-up of January's most popular articles from our own journal of industry

news, inspirational ideas and worldwide events.

Six Dynamic New Aircraft Set To Hit
the Skies Soon

Like a baby boom after a blizzard, an

in�ux of 'next gen' aircraft is heading

to market following the pandemic-

driven demand for private aviation.

Read More

Beauty and the Beast – Bombardier’s
Global 7500

The Global 7500 is the world’s largest

and longest range business jet – an

absolute beauty of an aircraft with a

beast of a performance.

Read More

Charter Aircraft of the Month – Boeing's Business Jet (BBJ)

The Boeing Business Jet or BBJ is from our VIP Airliners Fleet and is a member of

the 737 family. We often charter a BBJ1 737 that �ies out of Nice. The BBJ has a
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reach of 6,600 Nm and therefore covers 99.9% of all global business aviation.

This allows you non-stop transatlantic �ights from New York to Nice, Geneva to

Delhi, Johannesburg to London or LA to Paris!

The aircraft can accommodate 19 passengers in ultimate luxury and comfort – from

relaxing in the VIP lounge to watching movies in the cinema room to sharing a 5-

star dinner and a master suite con�gured with a king-size bed and a private VIP

bathroom.

/ Maximum Passengers: 19-50

/ Top Speed: 486 KTAs

/ Maximum Range: 6,600 Nm

Need a Charter?

February Dates for the Diary

01 Feb-30 Oct: Atlantic Salmon Fishing Season – (Scotland)

02 Feb – 18 Feb: World Aquatics Day – Qatar

02 Feb: Rugby 6 Nations – France v Ireland, Italy v England and Wales v Scotland

03-13 Feb: Venice Carnival – Italy

09-17 Feb: Rio Carnival – Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

10 Feb: Rugby 6 Nations – Scotland v France and England v Wales

11 Feb: Rugby 6 Nations – Ireland v Italy

11 Feb: Super Bowl – Allegiant Stadium, Nevada, USA

13 Feb: Mardi Gras – New Orleans, USA

14 Feb: Daytona 500 – Daytona, Florida, USA

16-25 Feb: Table Tennis World Championships – Busan, South Korea

17 Feb: Tyson Fury v Oleksandr Usyk Boxing – Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

24 Feb: Rugby 6 Nations – Ireland v Wales, Scotland v England

25 Feb: Rugby 6 Nations – France v Italy

We'd Like You to Meet a New Partner...

https://www.sentinel-aviation.com/contact/


... Handpicked Africa

Handpicked Africa is a specialist communications agency dedicated to launching

and marketing some of the most exclusive properties in Africa. 

Working with only a handful at a time, Handpicked Africa ensures maximum

commitment to each personally tailored marketing project. Handpicked Africa has

always worked with properties that are independently owned and either boutique

or completely private. 

Handpicked Africa is a boutique operator with a truly global presence – the perfect

partner for Sentinel Aviation with its unwavering commitment to outstanding

service and excellence.

Find Out More

Our Aircraft Charter Service

You may not be fully aware of our comprehensive range of luxury aviation

experiences. This month we would like to share with you our Aircraft Charter Pitch

Deck. Sentinel Aviation delivers a superior, discreet and above all else, safe
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aircraft charter experience. Every charter is meticulously planned and overseen

from inception until well after landing. Please do get in touch, we'd love to hear

from you.

What Makes Us Different?

Sentinel Aviation

Mulberry House, 78a Nightingale Lane

Wanstead, London

E11 3AW, United Kingdom

We have sent you this information as we felt the service we provide may be of

interest to you. Please unsubscribe quickly below if it's a service you do not require.
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